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In the following a collection of tasks can be found whereas each section focuses on a certain aspect
of C programming. Follow the task’s instructions as well as the common guidelines stated at the
beginning of each section. Read the instructions carefully and develop an implementation concept
before starting with the coding. Especially for more complex tasks it is advisable to take some notes
on the program flow preferable in form of an flowchart1 or pseudocode2 in advance.

In the references at the end of this document you will find a list of helpful literature on learning C pro-
gramming and deepening your skills. To refresh and deepen existing basic programming knowledge
especially [5, Chapter 0x200] is recommended.

Example solutions for all tasks contained can be found in the public Git3 repository under ES Gitlab
or can be downloaded as zip archive from here.

If you notice an error in this document (content, formulation, spelling, etc.) or the provided example
solutions please report it to Dominik Widhalm (dominik.widhalm@technikum-wien.at). Your feedback
helps to continuously improve this exercise collection.

1Flowchart, refer to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flowchart
2Pseudocode, refer to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudocode
3Git, refer to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Git

https://es.technikum-wien.at/master-embedded-systems/c-exercise-solutions_public
https://es.technikum-wien.at/master-embedded-systems/c-exercise-solutions_public/repository/archive.zip?ref=master
mailto:dominik.widhalm@technikum-wien.at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flowchart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudocode
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Git


1 BRANCHES & LOOPS

1 Branches & Loops

The following tasks aim at exercising and the consolidation of C basics like branches and loops.
Create a program for each task that meets the given task formulation. Pay attention to a good
guidance of the user as well as a meaningful input protection. Furthermore, a flow chart has to be
created for each program in advance.

Task 1.1 Test Correction (Grades and Points)

The program should ask the user for the maximum achievable number of points of a fictional test.
Then the scored points of a student should be entered. Subsequently, the program then to output the
resulting points in percent (rounded to integers) and the associated grade according to the following
table:

Percentage Grade
91-100 % Very Good
81-90 % Good
66-80 % Satisfactory
51-65 % Sufficient
0-50 % Insufficient

The query for scored points and the corresponding output has to be repeated until a defined character
is entered by the user, e.g., “Press any key to continue, end with [ESC]”. After entering this character,
the program should ask the user if he/she really wants to quit (Yes / No). If the exit is confirmed, the
program should be terminated.

Task 1.2 Generation of Numerical Sequences

The user has to enter an arbitrary natural number. If this number is odd it should be halved. Otherwise
it should be tripled and increased by one. The procedure is repeated with the newly obtained number
as before until the value results in 1. The program should thereby output the entire sequence of
numbers generated.

Task 1.3 Money Investment

At the beginning of year n a capital (user input) is invested at the rate of p% (user input). The program
then has to output a table of the following form:

Year Initial Capital Interest Final Capital
n xxxxxxx.xx xxxx.xx xxxxxxx.xx
n+1 xxxxxxx.xx xxxx.xx xxxxxxx.xx
. . .

The table should contain a defined number of years as entered by the user in advance. To format the
table, the possibilities of the format string4 of the printf function can be used.

4Printf format string, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Printf_format_string
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1 BRANCHES & LOOPS

Task 1.4 Loan Redemption

A credit (user input) is received at an annual interest of p% (user input). A certain installment (user
input) will be refunded monthly. The interest is always calculated on the current debt (counted as 1

12
year per month). The program then has to output a table according the following scheme:

Month Initial Debt Interest Installment Final Debt
n xxxxxxx.xx xxxx.xx xxxx.xx xxxxxxx.xx
n+1 xxxxxxx.xx xxxx.xx xxxx.xx xxxxxxx.xx
. . .

If the debt at the end of a month is less than the monthly installment, only the remaining debt is taken
into account. The table is complete when the debt at the end of the month equals 0e.

Task 1.5 Sum of Squares

Write a program to calculate the sum of all squares of the numbers ranging from 1 to n (user input).
This procedure should be repeated until the user enters 0 as n. For each calculation the input number
as well as the resulting sum should be output.

Task 1.6 Calculation of the Factorial

Calculate the factorial5 of a natural number n (user input). The factorial is defined as follows:

n! = 1 · 2 · 3 · . . . · (n− 2) · (n− 1) · n
0! = 1
1! = 1

This procedure should be repeated until the user enters a certain number n (pre-defined).

Task 1.7 Calculation with Complex Numbers

The program should ask the user to enter two complex numbers and a desired arithmetic operation
(addition, subtraction, multiplication or division). The data should be input in the form: (a+bi) +-*/
(c+di), whereby the numbers a,b,c,d as well as the arithmetic operator should be input individually.
The corresponding calculation has to be performed and the result should be printed in an appropri-
ately formated way. The program should check for invalid inputs, especially when division is chosen
as arithmetic operation. Subsequently, the user should be asked if he wants to perform another
calculation (decision by typing Yes or No).

5Factorial, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Factorial
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Task 1.8 Solve an Inequality

The following inequality has to be solved in the basic set of integers x ranging from a to b (user
inputs):
2x+4
2x−10 ≥

5x+3
x+2

For this purpose, the program should evaluate the inequality with all integer numbers x in the range
of a to b and check for positive matches. If the number x meets the inequality it is printed. In addition,
an appropriate protection against those cases in which one of the denominator is zero has to be
implemented.

Task 1.9 Searching for Primes

The program should check all numbers ranging from a to b (user inputs) whether it is a prime number
or not. A number is a prime number if it is only divisible by itself and 1 without a residue. All primes
found in the range of a to b should be printed.

Task 1.10 Pseudo-random Numbers

The program should generate seemingly random numbers according to the following principle:

A number 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1 is entered by the user. First, π is added to this number and
the result is exponentiated by 8. The decimal part of the resulting value serves as the
number x2. Similarly, x3 is calculated using x2 as starting value. The resulting numbers
(0 ≤ x ≤ 1) are then multiplied by 10. The sum of the integer parts of these numbers
yields the resulting „random number”.

Using this procedure, n (user input) such random numbers should be generated and printed, where
the resulting number x3 is used as start value x1 for the next calculation. The program has to be
protected against invalid inputs of n and x1.

Task 1.11 Card Game Scoreboard

In a card game points are assigned to two players after each round. At the beginning of the game
the number of desired rounds to play n has to be entered. After each round, the program should
ask the user to enter the player’s scored points and output the current score. After the last round the
game ends and the player with the higher total score should be denoted as the winner. If both players
scored the same amount of points the game ended in a draw.
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Task 1.12 Number Guessing

One user should be asked to enter an integer number 1 ≤ x ≤ 1000 (take care of a corresponding
input validation). The previously entered number can be hidden using ANSI escape codes6. A second
user then has to guess this number. After every guess the program should output a message like
„too large”, „too small”, or in case of a match „correct”. The number of guesses has to be counted
and printed when the number has been correctly guessed. At the end of the game the user should
be asked if he wants to play another round (Yes / No).

Task 1.13 Secret Code

The program should prompt the user to continuously enter characters. If the letters H A L T are
entered, the program should output the message STOP. The letter sequence is indeed to be entered in
that exact order, but other characters are allowed in between (e.g., A H N J A K I O L Z U J N T).
The program should procedure as follows: First, the user input is compared with H. In case of a
match the next user input is compared with A, and so on. After the 4th match the program should
print STOP and then it has to terminate.

Task 1.14 Solving an Equation by Trial and Error

The equation 3x−5
2x+3 = 0 has to be solved a set of integers ranging from a to b (user input). To do so, all

values x between a and b are applied to the left side of the equation. The result can either be directly
0 or a change of the result’s sign can be observed. If a sign change is detected there is a solution
between the two values. The program should pay attention to the possibility that the denominator can
be 0.

Task 1.15 Tax Calculation

The program should ask the user to enter an integer income x and then calculate the respective
integer tax to be payed. The following tax rates apply:

up to 3.640e 0 %
for further 3.630e 20 %
for further 14.530e 31 %
for further 29.070e 42 %
for the rest 50 %

After the calculation the user should be asked if he/she wants to perform another calculation (Yes/No).

6ANSI escape codes, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ANSI_escape_code
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2 Arrays

The following tasks aim at exercising fields in C and the handling of these. Create a program for each
task that meets the given task formulation. Pay attention to a good guidance of the user as well as
a meaningful input protection. Furthermore, the solution of the problem has to (meaningfully) use at
least one array.

Task 2.1 Linear System of Equations (Cramer’s Rule)

The user should be prompted to enter the coefficients of a linear system of equations containing 2
equations with 2 variables. Calculate the value of the variables using Cramer’s rule7 and print the
results accordingly. To do so, the macro function #define DET(a,b,c,d)(a*d-b*c) can be used. At the
end the system of equations including the calculated solutions should be output.

Task 2.2 Product of Matrices

Two 5x5 matrices should be filled with integer random numbers8 in the range between 0 and 1009.
Of these two matrices the matrix product10 has to be calculated. The generated matrices and the
matrix product obtained should be output in an appropriately formatted way.

Matrix multiplication for the case of two 5x5 matrices: If ai,j and bj,k are the elements of the given
matrices, wherein the first index is the row number and the second index is the column number, the
corresponding elements ci,k of the product matrix are defined as follows:

ci,k =

5∑
j=0

ai,j · bj,k .

Task 2.3 Account Management

A table with 10 bank accounts and their respective integer balances (initially 0e) should be printed.
The account balances should be stored in a corresponding array, in which the index corresponds to
the account number. The program should allow the selection of a valid account number (0 to 9) and
ask the user for the desired change of the balance. The balance in the table should then be updated
accordingly. After each transaction the user should be asked if another change is desired (Yes /
No).

7Cramer’s rule, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cramer's_rule
8Random Numbers in C, see http://stackoverflow.com/questions/822323/
9Rand() limits, see http://stackoverflow.com/questions/17846212/

10Matrix multiplication, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matrix_multiplication
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Task 2.4 Addition of Forces

The program should first prompt the user to enter the number n of forces (type double) to be sum-
marized. The individual forces should thereby be entered in component notation (stored as an array)
in the following form:

F =

(
Fx

Fy

)
The program should then calculate the resulting force and print the result in both components notation
and as magnitude and angle. The program should only use one field for the input forces and a second
field for the resulting force.

Task 2.5 Product of Scalars

The user should be able to enter two three-dimensional vectors of type double that are stored in re-
spective arrays. Of these vectors the dot product11 and the angle between them should be calculated
and printed accordingly. At the beginning of the output the input vectors should be shown again.

Definition: If ~a and ~b are two vectors then the dot product of these two vectors is a real number

c = ~a ·~b =

 ax
ay
az

 ·
 bx

by
bz

 = ax · bx + ay · by + az · bz

for which applies:

cosα =
~a ·~b
|~a| · |~b|

.

Task 2.6 Lotto Game

The user should enter the six numbers of a lottery ticket12. The program should ensure that only
valid numbers (1 to 45) are entered and that no number is entered twice. Subsequently, the program
should generate the six number of the winning ticket8,9. Again, it has to be ensured that only valid
numbers are generated and no duplicate numbers are used. The program should then perform a
comparison between the user ticket and the winning numbers and indicate if a lottery win took place
(“3”, “4”, “5” or “6” matched numbers).

11Dot product, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot_product
12Pick 6 out of 45, see https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lotto#6_aus_45_in_.C3.96sterreich
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Task 2.7 Median Calculation

The user should be asked to enter a number n (maximum of 100). Then an array with the desired
number is filled with integer random values8,9 (between 0 and 999). Then the median13, or central
value, of this array should be calculated.

To do so, the array first has to be sorted in ascending order. If the array size is odd the average
number is defined as the middle number. However, if the number of values is even the median is
defined as the arithmetic mean of the two middle numbers. The generated array of random values
as well as the determined median should then be printed.

Task 2.8 Line of Best Fit

The program should prompt the user to enter a maximum of 10 points located in a plane coordinate
system14. For these points the best fit line15 should then be computed and printed.

Definition: The best fit line is a straight line from which the average deviation from the points is
minimal. It is defined by the equation y = k · x+ d, where k is defined as

k =

n
n∑

i=1
xiyi −

(
n∑

i=1
xi

)(
n∑

i=1
yi

)
∆

and d equals in

d =

(
n∑

i=1
x2i

)(
n∑

i=1
yi

)
−
(

n∑
i=1

xi

)(
n∑

i=1
xiyi

)
∆

and with

∆ = n
n∑

i=1

x2i −

(
n∑

i=1

xi

)2

where n is the number of points and (xi/yi) are the coordinates of the points entered by the user.

Task 2.9 Magic Square

A matrix with a defined number of rows and columns should be filled with user-entered values. This
table should then be output appropriately formated. The program should then checked if the matrix
is a so-called “magic square”16, or at least a “semi-magic square”. A semi magic square is a matrix
where the sums of the numbers of each column and each row are identical. In a (full) magic square
additionally the sums of the two diagonals are equal to the other sums.

13Median, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Median
14Cartesian coordinate system, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartesian_coordinate_system
15Curve fitting, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curve_fitting
16Magic square, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_square
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Task 2.10 Precipitation Statistics

For a period of 4 weeks the daily precipitation (integer value measured in mm) should be entered by
the user. From this data the program should determine:

• the day (indicated by a number) with the most rainfall

• the week with the most rainfall

• the total precipitation for each week

• the average precipitation per week

• the longest drought in this period

The values should be calculated first and printed after the last calculation has finished.

Task 2.11 Sum of Torques

The user should enter 10 torques (defined by force vector and lever arm), of which the torque sum17

has to be calculated and output. The single forces and torques should be stored in separate arrays.

Task 2.12 Simulation of a 2 Dice Throw

With the help of random numbers8,9 66 dice rolls with two dice should be simulated. The program
should then output:

• the relative commonness of 1s, 2s, . . . of the first dice

• the absolute commonness of 1s, 2s, . . . of the second dice

• the relative commonness of 1s, 2s, . . . doublets18

For each of the two dice a array for the sums of 1s, 2s, . . . should be used. Alternatively, a two-
dimensional array can be used (e.g., dice[2][6]).

Task 2.13 Grade Point Average

The program should ask the user to enter the grades of 5 different students on 5 different exams and
store them in an array. Subsequently, the average grade of each individual exam as well as the total
average shall be calculated and output.

17Torque sum, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torque
18Doublets, see https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/doublet#Noun point 12
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Task 2.14 Seating Plan

The program should enable to manage a seating plan (represented as a 4x8 matrix) with students
identified by fictive matriculation number. Initially the seating plan is filled with students who have a
matriculation number of the form 3210xx where xx is the actual ID using random numbers8,9 (number
between 1 and 50). It has to be ensured that every number is only used once. The user should then
have the possibility to swap any two students by entering their matriculation number. After each swap,
the user should be asked if another change is desired (Yes / No).

Task 2.15 Numeral Systems

A program should prompt the user to enter two decimal numbers in the range of 0 to 4095 (i.e., 12-bit),
which are then converted into the corresponding binary number. The digits of binary numbers (0/1)
should be stored in an array. Subsequently, the two binary numbers should be added. The result
should be determined by using the binary numbers. The converted numbers and the calculation
result should then be printed in binary and decimal notation.
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3 Strings

The following tasks aim at exercising strings in C and the handling of these. Create a program for
each task that meets the given task formulation. Pay attention to a good guidance of the user as well
as a meaningful input protection. Furthermore, the solution of the problem has to (meaningfully) use
strings.

Task 3.1 String Manipulation

The user should enter his first and last names, both of which are to be stored in strings. After that the
program should remove all non-letters (excluding blanks), store the family name in upper case letters
only as well as store the first name with a starting capital letters continued by small letters only. Then
the originally string entered by the user and the manipulated name should be output.

Task 3.2 Filenames

The user should enter a filename (without extension) in DOS fashion19: The filename has to contain a
maximum of 8 characters consisting of letters (A-Z a-z) and numbers (0-9) or the special characters
$ # & @ ! ( ) - { } ' _ ~ ^. If too many characters are entered, the excess characters should
be ignored. Wrong characters should lead to a corresponding message and a subsequent re-entry
of the filename. Small letters entered should be automatically converted to uppercase. The set of
special characters has to be stored in an own array. Then, the program should automatically append
the extension .CPP to the new string and output the resulting file name including the extension.

Task 3.3 ASCII Word Sums

For an user entered string the sums of the ASCII characters20 for all contained words should be
calculated. Thereby, words are defined as substrings separated by spaces. For the sums, however,
only the letters contained in the words should be used, from which the decimal value of the respective
character is summed. Then the number of words found and their respective ASCII sum has to be
output.

Task 3.4 Letter Recognition

The program should replace all E and e in a user-entered string with two asterisks (**). Then, the
program should print the originally entered and the manipulated string.

Task 3.5 BB Language

A user-entered string should be converted into the „BB language”, which means that after each vowel
the letter b and the vowel again have to be inserted. Then the original and the converted string should
be printed.
19DOS filenames, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/8.3_filename
20ASCII, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASCII
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Task 3.6 IA Language

A user-entered string should be converted into the „IA language”, which means that each vowel has
to be replaced by the letters ia. Then the original and the converted string should be printed.

Task 3.7 Input Protection

A program should ask the user to enter a family name repeatably until the entry consists only of
lowercase letters. Then, the lowercase name should be output in capital letters.

Task 3.8 Vowel Counting

From a user-input string the count of each vowels should be determined. Subsequently the results
should be printed.

Task 3.9 Caesar Encryption

A text input by the user should be encrypted via Caesar Encryption21. To do so, the text is first
converted to lowercase. Subsequently, each letter is replaced by the letter which is placed in the
alphabet n characters behind it (if the letter z is exceeded, the counting starts again with a). The
number n is denoted as the ’key’ and should be entered by the user. While encryption punctuation
marks are not changed. The program should then output the original as well as the encrypted text.

Task 3.10 Caesar Decryption

A Caesar21 encrypted text input by the user should be decrypted. To do so, each letter is replaced
by the letter which is placed in the alphabet n characters before it (if the letter a is undershot, the
counting starts again with z). The number n is denoted as the ’key’ and should be entered by the
user. While encryption punctuation marks are not changed. The program should then output the
encrypted as well as the decrypted text.

Task 3.11 Word Guessing

The first user should enter a word which should then be hidden6. Then the input should be converted
to upper case letters only as well as non-letter characters should be replaced by a space. After that,
a second user should try to guess the previously entered word by entering single letters (similar to
Hangman22). If a right letter (case insensitive) is entered it should be displayed on the places where
they occur in the word. After the word has been successfully guessed, the number of attempts should
be printed on the screen.

21 Caesar Encryption, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caesar_cipher
22Hangman, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hangman_%28game%29
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Task 3.12 Letter-Spacing

The program has to output a word entered by the user in reverse order using lower case letters only
and using letter-spacing23. Additionally, non-letter characters should be ignored.

Task 3.13 Sorting

The program should query the user to enter 10 names, which are first converted to lower case letters
and then sorted and output in alphabetical order. Non-letter characters found in the names should end
the string at their position. In a second step, the user should input a letter (take care of appropriate
protection against incorrect entries) and all names beginning with this letter should be printed on the
screen.

Task 3.14 Letter Exchange

In a word entered by the user the letter (index entered by the user) should be replaced by another
character (user input). After that, the user should be ask whether another exchange should be
performed or not (Yes/No). All user inputs should be protected against illegal characters.

Task 3.15 Roman Numerals

The user should enter a number in Roman numerals24 which should be stored in a string. This
number should then be converted to the corresponding decimal number. The user should then enter
a second number in decimal form and also a desired arithmetical operation (+ or -). The program
should then calculate the corresponding result and print the calculation in decimal form on the screen.
Subsequently, the entire calculation should also be printed using Roman numerals only. If an invalid
arithmetical operator is given the resulting number should equal the first number input by the user
(the Roman numeral).

23Letter-Spacing, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Letter-spacing
24Roman numerals, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_numerals
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4 Functions

The following tasks aim at exercising functions in C and the handling of these. Thereby functions
without as well as with a return value are treated. Create a program for each task that meets the
given task formulation and uses at least one self-created function (in a meaningful way). Pay attention
to a good guidance of the user as well as a meaningful input protection. Furthermore, take care of
choosing appropriate data types for arguments and the return value (if needed).

Task 4.1 Factorial

The factorials25 of all numbers between 0 and a upper limit entered by the user should be calculated
and output. The actual calculation of the factorial should be done in a separate function returning the
calculated value to the caller. In addition, try to determine the maximum upper limit of the entered
number in order to not exceed the allowed number range (depending on the selected data type), and
then use this limit to protect the input against too large user inputs.

Task 4.2 Binomial Coefficient

The user should enter 2 natural numbers n and k (k ≤ n) for which then the binomial coefficient26(
n
k

)
=

n!

k! · (n− k)!

should be calculated (pronounced as “n over k” ). Use a subroutine for the calculation of the binomial
coefficient which utilizes another function to get the required factorials. A third function should be
used for an appropriately formatted output of the result.

Task 4.3 Permutation

The user should enter 10 numbers, which are then sorted in ascending order. For this purpose, a
function should be implemented which compares two numbers and returns whether these must be
interchanged or not.

Task 4.4 Decimal Numbers as Fractions

The program should ask the user to enter a number with up to two decimal places and convert it into
a common fractional. To do so, first the decimal fraction has to be derived, which is then shortened
to the common fraction27. For this purpose, the program should use a subroutine to determine the
greatest common divisor (GCD28) and another one for a correspondingly formatted output.

25Factorial, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Factorial
26Binomial coefficient, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binomial_coefficient
27Refer to https://www.mathsisfun.com/converting-decimals-fractions.html
28GCD, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greatest_common_divisor
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Task 4.5 Mandate Determination

The user should be able to enter the number of mandates (maximum 10) as well as the result of
a municipal election in the form of votes for the four participated parties. Afterwards, the program
should to determine the mandates of each party according to the following procedure29:

1. The according votes are ordered according to their count and are written down side by side.
For each number of votes the half, the third, the quarter and the fifth of the original votes have
to be calculated and stored.

2. The party’s total votes and the numbers determined according to (1) are then brought together
and ordered according to their size, starting with the largest party sums.

3. An election number is the number, which stands in the series determined before at the position
equal the municipal council mandates.

4. Each party receives as many seats (mandates) as the election number is contained in their total
party votes.

5. If after the calculation there is a mandate left, one of the parties gets this last number randomly.

The program should determine the number of mandates for each of the four parties based on the
election results. For this purpose the program should use a function to fill a global array with 20
elements (four parties times 5 numbers), a function to order the numbers in ascending order and
another one which uses the sorted array to calculate and print the resulting number of mandates for
each of the four parties.

Task 4.6 Grade Point Average

The program should ask the user to enter the number of students (maximum 20) for which the pro-
gram obtains their grades on three different courses randomly. Subsequently, the average grade
for all three courses should be calculated and output. Use an own function for obtaining a random
grade (using rand()) and another one for the calculation of the average grades for a given course (by
passing the array to the function30).

Task 4.7 Automatic Teller

The program should allow the user to enter a cash deposit between 10 ¢ and 200e. Then the program
should determine the distribution to achieve this value using as few coins (10 ¢, 20 ¢, 50 ¢, 1e and
2e) as possible. The coin numbers should be determined in an own function.

Task 4.8 Galton Box (Bean Machine)

The program should simulate the distribution of marbles in a Galton box31 with 6 rows. The user
should be able to specify the amount of marbles to be simulated (maximum 200). Subsequently, the
final distribution of the balls is to be output.

29D’Hondt method, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D'Hondt_method
30Passing an array, see https://www.tutorialspoint.com/cprogramming/c_passing_arrays_to_functions.htm
31Galton box, also known as bean machine, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bean_machine
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1 2 3 ... ... n n+1

1

3

...

n

Figure 1: Galton Box with 6 Rows

In a Galton box (see Figure 1) n rows of nails are placed on an inclined surface. If a marble is inserted
in the top center of the box it hits the first nail in the first row and evades either left or right with the
same probability. Then, in the next row, it hits the next nail and again evades left or right. Use the
random number function rand() to get a random value of 0 or 1 to determine on which side of the
nail the marble should evade. A 0 means evading to the left, and a 1 evading to the right. A function
should be used which returns the evade direction.

Task 4.9 Grade Accounting

The user should be able to enter the semester grades (8 grades) of a maximum of 20 students (user
input) in the form of a comma-separated string (similar to CSV32).

After reading in all the values the program should output the list and the grade point average of each
student in the following form:

Student L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 GPA
#01: 2 2 1 2 2 3 1 4 2.1
#02: 3 2 2 4 3 1 2 3 2.5

To do this, write functions that extract the grades from the input string (one grade at a time). Another
function should be used to calculate the grade point average (by passing an array30). To output the
list in the defined form use a further function (also by passing an array30).

Task 4.10 Determinant

Create a function to calculate the value of the determinant of a 3x3 matrix using the “Rule of Sar-
rus”33. Use this function in a program to solve a user-supplied equation system of 3 equations with 3
variables with Cramer’s Rule7 (by passing an array30). To do so first check the equation system in a
separate function if it is solvable, hence, if the determinant of the input matrix is not 0. Use another,
third function to actually calculate the resulting values.

32CSV, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comma-separated_values
33Rule of Sarrus, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rule_of_Sarrus
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Task 4.11 Standard Mathematical Functions

Create functions for the following mathematical functions:

sinh (x) :=
ex − e−x

2
cosh (x) :=

ex + e−x

2
tanh (x) :=

sinh (x)

cosh (x)

Write a program that uses the previously defined functions to output the lookup tables for these
mathematical functions in the range 0 ≤ x ≤ 2π in meaningful gradations. The realize the exponential
expressions you may use the pow() function provided by math.h. Furthermore, math.h provides π
and e as macros M_PI and M_E.

Task 4.12 Prime Number Addition

The program should loop through all natural numbers ranging from 3 to 100 and check whether the
number is a prime number. The checking itself should thereby be carried out in a separate function.
The primes found should be summed up and in the end the sum of all primes found should be
output.

Task 4.13 Magic 8 Ball

The program should simulate a “Magic 8 Ball”34. First the user should be able to enter a yes–no
question35 to which then the program gives a randomly selected answer. The selection (using a ran-
dom number) as well as the output of the program’s responses should be realized by two functions.
The following answers are available:
• YES, in any case!

• As I see it, YES!

• Pretty sure YES!

• Everything points to YES!

• YES!

• The answer is ambiguous!

• Try again later!

• You'd rather not know!

• I can not say so now!

• Focus on your thoughts first!

• Very doubtful, rather NO!

• My answer is NO!

• My sources tend to NO!

• It does not look good, NO!

• NO!

Task 4.14 Letter Counter

Write a program that counts and outputs the number of occurrences of a user-defined characters
(case insensitive) in a string also entered by the user. A function should be used which takes the
desired letter and the string as parameters and returns the number of occurrences of this letter.

Task 4.15 Geometric Progression (Recursion)

The program should determine the geometric sequence36 of a given number using recursion37. The
user should enter the first number a0, the quotient q, and the desired number n of the followers. The
geometrical series should thereby be output.

34Magic 8 Ball, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_8-Ball
35yes–no question, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yes%E2%80%93no_question
36Geometric progression, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometric_progression
37Recursion, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recursion_%28computer_science%29
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5 Pointer

The following tasks aim at exercising pointers in C and the handling of these. Create a program for
each task that meets the given task formulation by the use of pointers (in a meaningful way): Pay
attention to a meaningful input protection as well as the validation of the pointers to prevent accessing
incorrect addresses and thus crashing the program.

Task 5.1 Sorting through Swaps

A function should be written, which interchanges two values accessible by reference. The prototype
of the function should look as follows:

void swap (int *a, int *b);

This function should then be used by a program to sort an array of random numbers.

Task 5.2 String to Double

Implement a function that converts a passed string to a floating-point number of type double. The
prototype of the function should look as follows:

int string_to_double (char *input, double *output);

If the passed string contains a valid floating point number, 0 should be returned, otherwise -1. This
function should then be used to convert user-entered floating point numbers (in the form of a string)
into actual floating point numbers. If the user input does not contain a valid number, the program
should output a corresponding notification.

Task 5.3 Palindrome

A word entered by the user should be converted by a corresponding function into a string of lowercase
letters. Characters which are not letters should be removed from the string. The prototype of the
function should look as follows:

void convert_string (char *input, char *output);

Then the entered word and the reversed word should be printed on the screen. In addition, the
program should check whether the entered word is a palindrome or not. For the palindrome check an
own function should be use returning an enumeration type (true or false).
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Task 5.4 Pointer Information

A function for printing information on a passed integer pointer should be implemented. The prototype
of the function should look as follows:

void get_pointer_info (int **pointer);

The function should print the address of the pointer, the address to which the pointer points, and the
content of this memory location. Use the formatting statement %p of the printf function to print the
addresses.

Task 5.5 Floating Average

Implement a function to calculate the moving average38 (initial value is 0). The prototype of the
function should look as follows:

void floating_average (double *average, int value);

In the function, the parameter value is added to average, and then the resulting average is halved.
This function should then be used to calculate the moving average of a certain number (using a
macro) of random values. The random values used and the current floating average should be output
after each input number.

Task 5.6 Command Line Parameters

Write a function to print the passed command line parameters. The prototype of the function should
look as follows:

void print_args (int argc, char** argv);

The function should print the number of parameters (argc) and the individual parameters themselves
(contained in argv). This function should then be called by the main program.

Task 5.7 Array “Initializer”

Write a function to “initialize” a passed array of integers, i.e. fill all array elements with zeros. The
prototype of the function should look as follows:

void initialize_array (int* array, int size);

Use sizeof when calling the function to determine the array size. Test this function with arrays of
different sizes.

38Moving average, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moving_average
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Task 5.8 Pointer Exchange

Write a function to swap the stored addresses of two passed pointers. The prototype of the function
should look as follows:

void swap_pointer (void** pointer1, void** pointer2);

Test this function to exchange the addresses of pointers of different types.

Task 5.9 Pointer Address Modifier

Write two functions where the first one returns the address of a passed integer pointer and the second
allows to set the address of a given integer pointer. The prototypes of the functions should look as
follows:

void get_pointer_address (int** pointer, long int* address);

void set_pointer_address (int** pointer, long int* address);

Test these functions by getting and setting the address of a pointer pointing to different integer vari-
ables.

Task 5.10 Word Comparison

A function for comparing two words passed as character strings should be implemented. The proto-
type of the function should look as follows:

int compare_string (char* word1, char* word2);

The function should compare the two words characters by characters and return 1 when they are
matching, otherwise 0. The comparison should be case-insensitive. If at least one of the two strings
contains special characters, the comparison should be terminated immediately and -1 should be
returned. A space terminates the word, i.e. further characters are ignored. Test this function by
comparing several words containing various character combinations.

Task 5.11 Circular Buffer

Implement a circular buffer39 based on an array of integer values (global array). The size of the
circular buffer should be definable as a macro40. Three functions should be implemented for using
the circular buffer. The prototypes of the functions should look as follows:

void buffer_init (void);

int buffer_read (int* value);

int buffer_write (int value);

39Circular or ring buffer, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circular_buffer
40Macro, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macro_%28computer_science%29
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The first of these functions should initialize the buffer, i.e. by set all used pointers the following global
pointer and variables to store the current read and write positions:

int* buffer_pos_start;

int buffer_index_read;

int buffer_index_write;

int buffer_full;;

Test these functions by randomly writing random values into the buffer and reading values back.
During implementation pay particular attention to the two special cases when the buffer is empty or
already full. In this cases the write and read function should return 0 instead of 1.

Task 5.12 Product of Scalars (2)

Write a function for calculating the scalar product41 of two three-dimensional matrices (see Task
2.5 scalar product). The prototype of the function should look as follows:

double dot_product (double* matrix1, double* matrix2);

The function should calculate the scalar product of the two matrices passed as pointers and return
the result. Test this function using different matrices and check the correctness of the result.

Task 5.13 String Parser

Write a function for parsing42 of a passed string. The string should be analyzed and all contained
numbers be extracted into an array. The prototype of the function should look as follows:

void string_parser (char* string, int* values);

The parser searches for positive numbers (signs are ignored) contained in the string. Note that the
numbers in the string are represented as ASCII characters20. A number starts with any number and
ends as soon as a character, which is not a digit, is found. Since only integer values are extracted, the
point and the comma represent also the end of a number and are not to be interpreted as a decimal
point. If the end of the string is reached, an arbitrary negative number should be written in the current
array element (to signal the end of the valid numbers).

Alternatively, the string can also be passed as a command line argument (corresponding parsing of
argv).

41Scalar product, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot_product
42Parsing, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parsing
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The corresponding main program can, for example, look like this:

#define STRING_MAX 80
int main (int argc , char** argv) {

char string[STRING_MAX] = "183 jsb32 146x7 hg316 h34g3k364n346 .09837";
int values[STRING_MAX ];
int i = 0;
/* Invoke the parser */
string_parser(string ,values);
/* Print the values found */
while (values[i] >= 0) {

printf("Value %d: %d\n",i,values[i]);
i++;

}
return 0;

}

In this example the numbers 183, 32, 146, 7, 316, 34, 3, 364, 346 and 9837 should be recog-
nized and extracted.

Task 5.14 Random Number Generator

Write a function that fills a given array of integer with random numbers of a defined value range. The
prototype of the function should look as follows:

void randomize_array (int* array, int size, int min, int max);

This function should fill the passed array with size elements with random values x (using rand()) in
the range of min ≤ x ≤ max. The function should also be protected against invalid parameters.

Task 5.15 Character Statistics

Write a function that analyses a passed string and outputs the length of the string and the number of
words it contains, as well as the number of individual characters. The length of the string should be
determined in the function itself. The prototype of the function should look as follows:

void print_string_info (char* string);

The analysis should be case-insensitive. For example, the following output should be produced for
the string �Hello, it is me, the little string!�:

character: 035 words: 007
a: 000 h: 002 o: 001 v: 000
b: 000 i: 004 p: 000 w: 000
c: 000 j: 000 q: 000 x: 000
d: 000 k: 000 r: 001 y: 000
e: 004 l: 004 s: 002 z: 000
f: 000 m: 001 t: 005 blank: 006
g: 001 n: 001 u: 000 other: 003
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6 Structs & Lists

The following tasks aim at exercising structs and lists in C and the handling of these, especially con-
cerning their application for single- and double-linked lists. Create a program for each task that meets
the given task formulation by the use of structs (in a meaningful way): In the case of tasks contain-
ing lists, a corresponding check of the pointers is necessary in order to avoid access to incorrect
addresses and thus crashing the program.

Task 6.1 Calculating a Triangle

Define a structure triangle that contains the integer side lengths (a, b, and c) of a user-entered trian-
gle. Write a function for calculating the perimeter of a given triangle that has the following prototype
and returns the result as a double (although the value is integer):

double get_perimeter (struct triangle *trngl);

Also write a function to calculate the area of this triangle with the prototype:

double get_area (struct triangle *trngl);

To calculate the area you will need to first calculate the height43 of the triangle! Next, create a function
that checks a triangle passed by reference whether it is a right-angled or not44:

retval is_right_angled (struct triangle *trngl);

The latter function should return the result as an enumeration type (true or false). All functions have
to return the results and should not produce any output.

Task 6.2 Car Dealer Price Calculator

Define a structure and its associated data type car_t, which contains the following properties:

• brand (string)

• maximum speed (int)

• number of doors (int)

• anti-lock system (enum feature: with/without)

A function should be created, to which the properties of a car are passed and a pointer to a corre-
sponding car_t object is returned. The prototype of the function should look as follows:

car_t* get_car (char* brand, int speed, int doors, feature abs);

Subsequently, a function for determining the price of a passed car should be implemented. The price
is determined as follows:

• start value is the maximum speed multiplied by 50

• multiply this value by the number of doors

• if the car has anti-lock system, add 5000

• if the brand is Porsche multiply by 2, if it is Ferrari by 5

To test the functions read in at least three example cars and calculate the total price of all cars.

43Height of a triangle, see http://www.mathematische-basteleien.de/hoehen.htm (German)
44Pythagorean Theorem, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pythagorean_theorem
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Task 6.3 Coordinate Management System

Write a program to store coordinates. The user should be able to enter coordinates in either Carte-
sian45 or Polar46 form (selection by user input). If the coordinates are entered in polar form, they
should automatically be converted into the corresponding Cartesian coordinates and stored as such.
The storage of the (Cartesian) coordinates should be realized with a single linked list. For this pur-
pose define a corresponding structure that holds the x and y coordinates as well as the pointer to the
next element.

The program should allow the user to add another coordinate or terminate the program. If at least
two coordinates are stored, the user should additionally be offered to calculate the distance between
two chosen coordinates.

The addition of a new coordinate, the conversion from the Polar to the Cartesian form and the cal-
culation of the distance should be implemented as a separate functions. Additionally you may use
own functions to use the single linked list. Pay attention to release all allocated memory when the
program is terminated!

Task 6.4 List of People

In this task a simple list of persons should be implemented using a single linked list. Define a structure
person with the corresponding data type person_t, which stores a person’s first name, last name,
and year of birth. In addition, the structure should include a pointer for the realization of the single
linked list. Next write a function to create a new person entry. A new entry is initially always appended
to the existing list (at the end).

Extend the program by an additional function to sort the current list ordered by the years of birth of
the persons. For this purpose, two entries should be compared with each other and, if necessary,
swapped. Pay attention to set all involved pointers accordingly. This sorting procedure should be
called after adding a new entry to the list.

Task 6.5 Appointment Book

In this task a task planner should be implemented using a double linked list. For this purpose, first
define a structure event with the corresponding data type event_t which can store the name of an
event and its date (day and month). The month should be represented by an enumeration type called
month_t.

Then write a function to create a new event entry. A new entry should be inserted in the list according
to its date in a way that the list elements are sorted according to their due dates in ascending order.
If two event have the same date their actual order can be chosen freely.

Extend the program with a function to which a date is passed and which returns the address of the
next event entry. The prototype of the function should look as follows:

event_t *get_next_event (event_t *head, int day, month_t month);

Secure the program against illegal date inputs.

45Cartesian coordinates, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartesian_coordinate_system
46Polar coordinates, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polar_coordinate_system
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Task 6.6 MP3 Playlist

Create a program that reads the MP3s47 contained in user entered directory into a single linked list.
The following information should be extracted from the ID3v1 tag48 and store them in a corresponding
structure: artist, song title, and year. Subsequently, implement a function “shuffle” which takes the
list of songs as argument and which changes the order of the tracks randomly. The randomly mixed
list of titles should then be printed on the screen formatted as follows:

# Artist Title Year
xx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx

Secure the program accordingly so that MP3s without a valid ID3v1 tag do not lead to incorrect
information or even cause the program to crash.

Task 6.7 Adaptive “Gratification” List

Create a program that fills a single linked list with a defined number (user input; max. 25) of unique
random values in the range 0 to 99. Additionally, the list should work based on the “gratification”
principle49, which means that for each entry also the number of accesses is stored. The user should
now be able to select one of the random values. If an available number is chosen its accesses count
is increased count by one. Otherwise the user input is ignored. After every 10th valid access the list
should be sorted according to the current access counts in descending order. The program should
be terminated when the user enters something not a number.

Task 6.8 Text Analysis

The program is intended to import text from a text file given by the user and store each line as an
element in a double linked list. Each element should contain the text of the line (as a string), two
pointers for the list as well as an additional variable for the number of characters in this line. After the
entire text file has been read, the list should be processed from the start to the end, and the number
of characters in this line should be calculated and stored in the reserved variable. Then the minimum
and maximum as well as the average number of characters per line of the entire text file should be
output. The read in of the text file should be done in an own function returning an enumeration type
stating if the processing was successful or not (in latter case with information why it failed).

Task 6.9 Stack

Create a program that implements a stack50 as a single linked list to which changes are only made
at the beginning. The program should provide two functions for using the stack: push and pop. The
push function places an element with a passed string on the stack, while the pop functions returns
the string of the top element (first element) and removes it from the stack.

Additionally, implement a function print_stack that prints the current contents of the stack (strings)
from top to bottom. For the push function limit the size of the entries (stack size) to a predefined
value. If the stack is already full, no new value can be stored (signaled by a corresponding return
value). Similarly, the pop function should take care that an already empty stack does not contain any
further element (also signaled by a appropriate return value).
47For free MP3s, refer to http://freemusicarchive.org/
48ID3v1, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ID3#ID3v1
49Gratification, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uses_and_gratifications_theory
50Stack, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stack_%28abstract_data_type%29
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Task 6.10 Priority Queue

Implement a priority queue51 with the FIFO principle using a single linked list. The individual elements
should contain the pointer for the list as well as a consecutive ID, a string and the priority.

Implement a function remove that returns the string of the most recent element and removes it from
the list. As a counterpart to this, implement a insert function to which a string and an additional
priority are passed. This function should place the new element in the existing list according to
the given priority. If the list is already full (predefined size) the priority decides whether the current
element should be discarded or inserted. In the latter case, the last element (with the lowest priority)
should be removed.

Task 6.11 Universal Data Acquisition

Create a program to read and process numbers of both integer and decimal type. For this purpose
define a structure data_t which contains an enumeration for the type of the number (i.e., INTEGER
or FPOINT) and a union for the actual number. The union should be able to store either an int or a
double value. To allocate the required memory malloc() should be used.

The program should ask the user to enter a random number of values (using rand(), maximum 20).
However, the user input should be read in as a string and should then be analyzed. If a natural
number was entered, it should be stored in the corresponding int of the structure and the type of the
number should be set to INTEGER. If the user input contains a floating-point number (separated by a
dot), the value should be stored as a double (FPOINT). If no number has been entered the current
input should be repeated.

After entering the defined number of values all contained int values should be added up and all
double values should be subtracted. The result of this calculation should then be output accord-
ingly.

Task 6.12 Image Comparison

Write a program that reads in two PPM images52 given as commandline arguments and stores the
information in a corresponding data structure. This data structure should contain the width and height
of the image as well as a pointer to a further structure for storing the single pixels. The pixel structure
should contain the color intensity of the red, green and blue components of the respective pixel
(=RGB). Subsequently, the two images should be compared with each other pixel by pixel and their
similarity should be calculated (i.e., the color difference). For this purpose realize a function which
takes two pixels and which returns a similarity factor. Afterwards the average similarity factor of the
entire graphics shall be calculated and output.

51Priority queue, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Priority_queue
52PPM, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netpbm_format#PPM_example
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Task 6.13 TCP/IP Parser

Program an TCP/IP parser which extracts the corresponding Ethernet53, IP54 and TCP55 frame
header out of given network transmission record. For this purpose own functions should be used
that output the respective data from the respective frames.

Ethernet Header

TCP Header TCP Data

IP Header IP Data

Ethernet Data

Figure 2: Network Frame Contents

Use structures that reflect the structure of the particular frames. You can either use sample records56,
or you can create your own frames with an appropriate network capture tool (e.g., Wireshark57).

Task 6.14 Input Statistics

Write a program that analyzes a user-entered string and counts the occurences of the characters
contained in it. For this purpose a single linked list should be used, which contains the characters
found in the string and the corresponding number of occurrences. After analyzing the string, the
program should output which characters and how often these are contained in the string.

Task 6.15 Ancestor Table

The program should allow to enter your ancestor table58 and store the information in a genealogical
numbering system59. The following information should be stored in the list for each person:

• Kekule number59

• Family name

• First name

After each hierarchy level the current tree should be output in tabular form with ascending Kekule
numbers. Subsequently, the user should be asked if he/she wants to add another level (whereby
the maximum level should be limited to 5). All functions should be implemented as recursively as
possible.

53Ethernet frame, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet_frame
54IPv4 frame, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv4#Packet_structure
55TCP frame from a given network package, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmission_Control_Protocol#

TCP_segment_structure
56Examples, see https://wiki.wireshark.org/SampleCaptures#HyperText_Transport_Protocol_.28HTTP.29
57Wireshark, see https://www.wireshark.org/
58Ancestor table, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ahnentafel
59Genealogical numbering system, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genealogical_numbering_systems#

Ahnentafel
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7 Program Syntax & Semantic

In the following tasks different program codes are shown. Review the programs and mark both
syntactic60 as well as semantic61 errors. The programs may contain one or more errors.

Additionally, try to answer the question whether the code is compilable in the presented form (i.e.,
regardless of possible compiler warnings). Verify your results by compiling and running the program
on your computer.

Task 7.1

#include <stdio.h>

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

unsigned int var1 = 4;

int var2 = 8.0;

if (var1 == var2);

printf("var1 equals var2\n");

return 0;

}

Task 7.2

#include <stdio.h>

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

unsigned int input =0;

printf("Enter a number: ");

scanf("%i",input);

do {

printf("Row row row your boat ...\n");

} while (--input >= 0);

return 0;

}

60Syntax, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syntax
61Semantics, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantics
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Task 7.3

#include "stdio.h"

void swap (int* var1 , int* var2) {

int temp = var1;

var1 = var2;

var2 = temp;

}

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

int value1 = 10;

int value2 = 15;

printf("Before: %d / %d\n",value1 ,value2);

swap(value1 ,value2);

printf("After: %d / %d\n",value1 ,value2);

}

Task 7.4

#include <stdio.h>

int average (int val1 , int val2) { return val1 + val2 / 2; }

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

char number1 = 15;

int number2 = 42;

printf("Average of %d and %%d equals %d\n", \

number1 ,number2 ,average(number1 ,number2));

return 0;

}

Task 7.5

#include <stdio.h>

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

char answer = "n";

char maoam [40];

printf("Do you want an apple [y/n]? ";

scanf("%c",&answer);

if (answer == 'n') {

printf("What do you want then? ");

scanf("%s",maoam);

}

}
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Task 7.6

#include <stdio.h>

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

char animal [] = 'frog';

int count = sizeof(animal);

for (int i=0; i <= count; i++);

printf("%d letter: %c\n",i,* animal+i);

return 0;

}

Task 7.7

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <string.h>

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

char *string1 , *string2;

string1 = malloc (25);

strcpy(string1 , "You shall not parse!");

printf("String1 = %s\n",string1);

free(string1);

string2 = malloc (25);

memcpy(string2 ,string1 ,strlen(string1));

printf("String2 = %s\n" ,20);

return (0);

}

Task 7.8

int* get_double (int value) {

value *= 2;

return &value;

}

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

int number = 42;

int* number2x = get_double(number);

printf("Double a value using an own function !\n");

printf("The double of %d is %d!\n",number ,* number2x);

return 0;

}
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Task 7.9

#include <stdio.h>

int check = 0;

void check_input (int value , int guess) {

int check = value == guess ? 1 : 0;

return;

}

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

int number = 42;

int input = 0;

do {

printf("Guess a number: ");

scanf("d",&input);

check_input(number ,input);

} while(check = 0);

return 0;

}

Task 7.10

#include <stdio.h>

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

int grade;

printf("Please enter a grade (1-5): ");

scanf(%d,&grade);

if (grade > 0 || grade <= 5) {

switch (grade) {

case 1: printf("Excellent !\n");

case 2: printf("Very Good!\n");

case 3: printf("Good!\n");

case 4: printf("Improvement Needed !\n");

default: printf("Fail!\n");

}

} else {

printf("Input was not a valid grade!\n");

}

return 0;

}
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Task 7.11

#include <stdio.h>

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

char input;

char info;

printf("Please enter a character: ");

scanf("%s",input);

printf("Do you want information on the character [y/n]: ");

scanf("%s",info);

if (info == "y")

if ((input >= 'a') && (input <= 'z'))

printf("You entered a small letter !\n");

else if ((input >= 'A') && (input <= 'Z'))

printf("You entered a capital letter !\n");

else

printf("You do not want info on your input!\n");

return 0;

}

Task 7.12

#include <stdio.h>

#define VALUES 10

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

float values[VALUES] = { 0 };

float average;

for (int i=1; i <= VALUES; i++) {

printf("Enter %d. value: ",i);

scanf("%d",&values[i]);

}

for (int i=1; i <= VALUES; i++)

average += values[i];

average /= VALUES;

printf("Average values is %3.2f\n",average);

return 0;

}
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Task 7.13

#include <stdio.h>

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

char* string1 = "Testikus";

char string2 [8] = "Testikus";

if (strcmp(string1 ,string2) == 1)

printf("Match!\n");

}

return 0;

}

Task 7.14

#include <stdio.h>

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

unsigned int var1 = 3;

int var2 = 3;

float var3 = 3;

if (var1 == var2 == var3) {

printf("var1 equals var2 and var3!\n");

}

return 0;

}

Task 7.15

#include <stdio.h>

int main (int argc , char** argv) {

int count = 0, input = 0; sum = 0;

printf("How many numbers to you want to sum up: ");

scanf("%d",&count);

printf("Enter %d numbers now:\n",count);

while (--count > 0)

scanf("%d",&input);

sum += input;

printf("The sum of all numbers equals %d\n",sum);

return 0;

}
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List of Abbreviations

ANSI American National Standards Institute

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange

CSV Comma-Separated Values

DOS Disk Operating System

FIFO First In, First Out

ID Identifier

IP Internet Protocol

TCP Transmission Control Protocol
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